
For safe storage of medicines/narcotics. Robur's medicine pedestal drawer MH1 is designed
for the safe handling of medicines in confined spaces. Like the medicine rooms in hospital
wards or smaller care units. The MH1 can of course be used in several different
environments and needs. It can be connected to an unlimited number of units that are
controlled with the same touch screen. One included function is reading event logs, i.e. who
opened which drawer, size of withdrawal, day and time. But also functions such as stock
balance and inventory are included as well as others.
The login takes place via an RFID reader. The system has several authorization levels such
as daily users, administrators and manager.

Elegant design in silver metallic paint.

Medicine pedestal drawer MH1

The pedestal drawer can be equipped with up to 28 drawers in different sizes in many
combinations. The pedestal drawer can be mounted on a frame at working height.

Each drawer is equipped with a lock with high security. There is an RFID login to get
access to the system and the drawers. The drawers have a mechanical key lock
emergency opening.

Can be used as a stand alone solution or be part of a network solution.



External dimensions
Height: 522mm, Width: 550mm, Depth: 410mm

 
User

The daily user takes out medicine by first identifying himself. The user chooses the
medicament to be taken out and the system opens the correct drawer automatically. The user can

 also open the drawers with a hand scanner. Each withdrawal is registered by the system.
 

Administrators
The administrators sets which authorizations are to be registred on medicine and user level.

The administrator registers the medicaments that shall be stored in the drawers. Furthermore, a 
number of  parameters are specified for the medicaments such as order points, package units,

 sizes etc. There are also functions that handle the refill of medicaments. The system 
shows which drawer the medicament is stoored in and the expiry date for the existing medicament.

 
Stand alone and/or network

The medicine pedstal drawer can be used as a stand-alone unit or in a larger network with one
central administration. Even on the stand alone option, several units can be connected and 

run together. The pedestal drawers are then administered directly through the 
computer(touch screen) located in the space in question.

It is also possible to administer a larger number of pedestal drawers that are scattered 
in different premises, so-called network solution.

 
Security

The pedestal drawer is a solid steel construction with strong and secure locks on each drawer.
Unauthorized persons cannot access the content without inflicting great violence.

In the event of a power cut, for example, there is also one emergency opening of the drawers,
 which is then opened via a key lock.

 
Software

The software that runs the MH1 is developed by Robur. The software is a Windows-based solution and
Robur works continuously with updates. Robur also handles updates from Microsoft Windows.

This is managed through a license agreement between the customer and Robur.
 

API
The software contains an API solution, which allows the system to be connected with an existing 

ordering system or various databases.
 

Language
Today Swedish and English
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